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cation of the sub-soil pools and subsequently rotted to dust
by a combination of centuries and salt. Since my return to
England, however, Miss Caton-Thompson has told me of her
interesting discovery of fossilised springs in the oases along
the fringe of the Libyan desert.1 My mind harked back at
once to these Jifadir mounds of Jafarin and I would suggest—
for what it is worth and in the hope that some future better-
qualified visitor may investigate the matter more carefully—
that they may possibly be another instance of the same
phenomenon of fossilisation.
Another interesting point about these mounds is that, at
any rate in two out of the three groups, there are quite
distinct traces of typical subterranean aqueducts of the
Kariz type, with manholes at intervals along their course,
such as are found elsewhere in Arabia in association with
springs, though.in the part of Jabrin concerned there are,
as far as I could discover, no extant springs to justify the
aqueducts. It seemed to me, however, that this now bare
and deserted western strip of the oasis may formerly have
been an important, if not the most important, area of culti-
vation and palmiculture in the oasis. In it at any rate occur
the ruins of another mansion, now known as Qasr Salim ibn
Jabir, consisting of a 30-foot square keep jutting out from the
north-western corner of a considerable rectangular courtyard.
The walls of this ruin are still clearly traceable, though in
parts half buried in sand, to a height of about 10 feet. And
a little way beyond it to the south-east I came upon a low
knoll on whose summit were some large blocks of the local
stone with all the appearance of a fallen dolmen-like struc-
ture. Close by it was a similar mound or ridge which may
have been formed by Nature but looked to me like the wreck
of human handiwork.
To return to the southern section of the oasis I saw at
Harbaqa, where the palms are much interspersed with
flowering reeds and tamarisk and where incidentally I met
a Painted Lady,2 the ruins of another fort, only 25 feet
1 For a description of such springs see Miss B. W. Gardner's paper in
the Geological Magazine, vol. box, No. 819, September, 1932.
21 saw three of these in all during our sojourn at Jabrin but no other
butterflies.

